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GUMBALL
The Amazing

Can you solve the clues and 
figure out the word spiral?

CLUES
1-4 What is Gumball’s real 
first name?

4-9 This is the name of the 
resident giant of the town.

9-15 Name Gumball’s father.

15-18 The forest in town is 
called the Forest of ______?

18-23 Nicole is which major 
member of Gumball’s family?

23-28 What kind of animal is 
Anais, Gumball’s sister?

28-33 When the Watterson 
kids get a puppy in Season 3, it 
turns out to be a ______?

33-38 What is the name of the 
town that The Amazing World 
of Gumball is set in?

38-40 The pair of smart 
brothers at Gumball’s school 
are this round object.

40-44 What is Carrie?

44-56 What is Tina?

HELPFUL HINTS
• Write the answer to each 

clue into the spiral, 

following the numbers

• The last letter of the 

previous word is the first 

letter of the next word!
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DISCOVER YOUR 
HATCHIMAL SPIRIT 

ANIMAL!

1 I love learning new 

things every day.

4 I’m Little Ms Chatterbox.

2 I like reading magazines 
more than books.

5 I’m always making jokes.

3 I get bored easily.

6 I enjoy creating new games 
to play with my friends.

7 I love going on adventures.

HEDGYHEN 
Hedgyhen is a special 
little hatchimal from 
the Meadow family and 
its nest is neatly 
nuzzled amongst the 
Lullaby Grass. A hybrid 
of a hedgehog and a 
moorhen, Hedgyhen is a 
rare and humble 
creature. It’s a little shy 
at first and can take a 
while to open up, but 
when it does, it is 
admired by all for its 
beauty and warm spirit.

KOALABEE 
As smart as it is 
adorable, Koalabee is a 
curious and caring little 
creature from the 
Desert family and its 
nest can be found 
amongst the branches 
of the Warming Willow. 
Koalabee loves 
exploring and learning 
within the safety of its 
habitat, much like a 
koala. And like a bee, it 
is excellent at tasks and 
solving problems. 

TIGERETTE 
Tigerette is a strong and 
fearless hatchimal from 
the Jungle family and 
its nest can be found 
within the Orange Ferns. 
With the sass of a tiger 
and the elegance of an 
egret, Tigerette is 
courageous and 
confident. Known for its 
charm and creativity, 
Tigerette is respected 
by all the creatures in 
Hatchtopia and makes 
an excellent leader.

PENGUALA
Penguala is a rare hybrid 
of a penguin and a koala 
and belongs to the Polar 
Paradise family. 
Penguala’s egg sits 
peacefully in its nest in 
the Forevergreen Trees 
until it is time to hatch, 
and when it does, it 
becomes the life of the 
Hatchtopian party! 
Penguala is an outgoing, 
fun and silly creature 
and is always making 
other hatchimals laugh.

Which creature would 
you be if you lived in 

Hatchtopia? Answer yes, 
no or sometimes to these 
questions, then tally up 
your score to find out!

7-10 POINTS: 11-13 POINTS: 14-17 POINTS: 18-21 POINTS:

 NO = 1 POINT         SOMETIMES = 2 POINTS         YES = 3 POINTS 
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Just chill 
dude! 

BE CAREFUL STEVEN!

Help Steven train against the Gems 

by racing through each of their mazes!

You must learn to help 
yourself – that’s how 

you become stronger.

Train with

PEARL

AMETHYST

GARNET



WHICH CHARACTER FROM 
THE EMOJI MOVIE ARE YOU?

2
A)  To go on a journey  

of discovery
B)  To solve them with my wits 

and smarts
C) To laugh about them

My preferred way 
of dealing with my 
problems is:

3
A)  An adventure
B) Something high tech
C)  A buddy comedy

If I were the star of 
my own movie, it 
would be: 

1
A)  Different all the time
B)  The videogame reviews
C)  Totally Embarrassing

My favourite section 
of TG is:

5
A)  Versatility  B)  Sass  C)  Silliness

My most notable 
characteristic is my:

6
A)  Be myself
B)  NOT be a princess

C)  Eat a lot of gummy candy

I would rather:

4
A)  Yellow  B)  Black  C)  Orange

The colour that suits 
me best is:

Gene
You’re anything but ‘meh’ and the 
‘one size fits all’ approach is not 
for you. You want to fit in – and 
even though some of your 
emotions come bubbling to the 
surface when they shouldn’t, 
your friends sure do like you for 
who you are. 

Jailbreak
You’re super smart and a little 
sarcastic – you always manage  
to get in a few zingers. Your crew 
looks to you for advice coz you 
always know what to do. The 
‘princess’ life is not for you; you 
would much rather be on a  
crazy adventure.

Hi-5
You’re the perfect sidekick coz 
you never fail to bring the LOLs. 
You have a positive outlook on 
life and a fun side that makes 
people gravitate towards you. 
High fives all ’round for being fun. 
Just stay away from gummy 
candies. Seriously. 

 FIND YOUR SCREEN SOUL TWIN. 

TALLY UP YOUR ANSWERS

MOSTLY  AS MOSTLY  BS MOSTLY  CS



I’ve got this, I swear 
i’ve totally got this!Sometimes I just don’t 

understand this world 
anymore!
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It’s a well known fact that 
Grizzly, Panda and Ice Bear 
love Honey Wasabi Gummies! 
Unfortunately, someone has 
cloned the bears and their 
gummies, and now all the 
bears are arguing about how 
to share the delicious snacks!

Each 2x2 box, as well as each 
row and column, can only 
contain one kind of bear and 
one Honey Wasabi Gummies 
bag. Can you figure out how 
to place them all?

Grizzly Ice Bear

Honey 
Wasabi 

GummiesPanda

Make sure all the We Bare Bears stars get a delicious snack!



COOLTotally

Want to be an epic code cracker like super sleuth Ruby Redfort? You’ve got to 

practise! Try the pig pen code for a cool, tricky-looking code that’s totes easy to 

use for all your super secret messages.

Practise this code and you’ll get it in no time. 

Here are some sample codes for you to crack: 

Keep up with 

13-year-old genius 

Ruby Redfort’s 

latest adventures 

in Blink and 
You Die.

Secret slumber 
party code

AB ST
UV

YZ
WXGH

MN

CD
IJ
OP

EF
KL
QR

OK, what do 
I do?

1.  Draw a three-by-three grid, 
like you would for noughts and 
crosses. 

2.  Draw an ‘x’ beside it. You have 
13 spaces. 

3.  Put all letters from A-Z paired off 
in each space as shown. 

4.  Now, to write something in this 
code, look at the shape of the 
space that encloses it. For 

 example, A is a backwards L. 
If you want to use the second 
letter in the space, add a dot to 
it – so to write B, do a backwards 
L with a dot in its corner. Y would 
look like an upside down V and T 
looks like a V with a dot in it. Give 
your decoder to the person you 
want reading your code. 

 Have fun!

1.

2.

ANSWERS:

1. TG rules 
2. We like Harry Styles



MUSHROOM
KINGDOM

MUSHROOM

Can you spot all 10 differences in the scenes? MATCH UP
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TALLY 
UP YOUR 

SCORE
Wow, your life is so enchanted 

you must secretly be a magical 

princess! We want to hang out with 

you and your talking animal sidekick 

and twirl around while singing songs 

to bluebirds.

OK, so your life’s not THAT magical. DW, if you look around, magic 
is everywhere: in the centre 
of sunflowers, in the colours 

of sunsets and in the hearts of 
everyone who loves you!

Mostly Mostly 

TAKE THIS QUIZ AND FIND OUT WHETHER YOUR LIFE’S SO ENCHANTED YOU BELONG IN A FAIRYTALE…

How magical is  
your life?How magical is  
your life?
1

 birds and forest 
creatures help me!

I have to do it all myself.

When I get dressed in 
the morning…

8
lives in a fancy castle 
in Europe

Likes to eat Spam on 
toast. Who does that?!

A mysterious distant 
relative of mine…

4
seems to be able to 
talk, and sometimes 
sings a little song!
can shake hands, roll 
over and sit.

My animal friend…

2
 in that she can turn 
fresh produce into 
modes of transport.

in that she bakes a 
great cookie!

My godmother has 
special powers... 

9
 burst into song and 
dance numbers all 
the time.

are mostly kids at 
school, but hey, I really 
like ’em.

People around me…

5

All the time, how 
awesomely spooky!

Only if I check the 
weather forecast.

Sometimes I know 
something’s going to 
happen before 
it happens!

3
and I think it might have 
a genie inside!

 but it was only  
from IKEA.

I found an old lamp…

10
talks in a delightful 
English accent.
makes a great cup of 
tea. Yay, tea. 

My teapot…

6
encountered a sea 
witch. Scary but cool!

got a bad sunburn. Boo. 

The last time I went 
swimming, I...

7
a letter inviting me 
to study at a famous 
magical school!

a birthday card from my 
nan. Still pretty great!

The mail I got on my 11th 
birthday was…



Unscramble the LEGO bricks to reveal 

a hidden message about LEGO Worlds!
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BRICK 
JUMBLE 

HOW TO PLAY
When put in the right order, the bricks 

reveal a message! Each brick contains 

three symbols, and some have spaces 

too. We’ve started for you, so keep 

making words and cross out a brick 

once you find where it belongs!

G  F ISSSI LEGDIN UN!DS, ING

 BR T’SORL O WR  B BLEULA .   I

 PO YTHAN UILTAC INICK

IN

UN!

.   I T’S

LEGO Worlds 
is available now 
on Xbox One, 
PlayStation 4 and PC!



Which Shopkins character are you? 

How to play
We’re a little Shopkins-MAD here at TGHQ this 
month! Answer yes, no or sometimes to these 
questions, then tally up your score to find out 

which one of these little cuties you are! 

Kiki Coconut
Fave hobby: Relaxing on the beach
Pet peeve: Soup slurpers
Motto: “When in doubt, chill out”
You’re a bit of a hard nut to crack, but you’re 
always friendly and easy-going with a sweet 
and sunny outlook on life. In a nutshell, you’re 
super chill and fun to be around. 

Questions: 
1. I thrive off new and exciting experiences

2. I prefer to be running around outside than chilling out inside

3. My friends would describe me as sporty

4. I like keeping myself busy 

5. I have a lot of energy

6. I’m always up for a challenge

7.  I get frustrated when I don’t achieve a goal

Spoiler: they’re all adorbs!

Joanie donut 
Fave hobby: Going out for coffee
Pet peeve: Double negatives
Motto: “Donut worry, be happy”
You’re the sweetest li’l Shopkin around and 
everybody lives for your bright and bubbly 
personality! You’re super social and your BFFs 
know they can count on you for a srsly fun time. 

Rocky Hockey Stick 
Fave hobby: Watching ice hockey
Pet peeve: Know-it-alls
Motto: “Keep calm and play ice hockey”
You’re the sportiest Shopkin of them all, but 
more importantly, you’re always a good sport! 
Hardworking and ambitious, you can achieve 
anything you set your mind to.
. 

Rolla’ Kate 
Fave hobby: Speed skatingPet peeve: Slow cashiersMotto: “No better time than now”You’re the wheelie fast skate that’s never late! Admired by all for your determination and speed, you always know how to get things done in the most efficient (and fabulous) way possible.

Sometimes = 2 points

No = 1 point

Yes = 3 points



Solutions
Some of the puzzles got you stumped? NBD, find all the answers below. 
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